Bugs don't stand a
chance against you.
chembid is a globally active digital market intelligence platform and the largest search engine specialized for
chemicals. We oﬀer companies in the international chemical industry intelligent SaaS solutions and digital services.
As the ﬁrst contact point for buyers and suppliers of chemicals, we might just be waiting for your skills and talent!
At the earliest possible date we are looking for a

STUDENT FOR THE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE (m/f/d)
for 15 to 20 hours per week at our headquarters in Oldenburg (Oldb), Lower Saxony, Germany

The offer

Your profile

» You will ensure the quality of our SaaS platform by
developing and implementing test scenarios for
new features and functions.
» For existing features, you will conduct comprehensive
quality checks before and after go-live.
» You will document your test runs and assist in the
implementation of new test environments. A strong
team of developers will support you in this process.
» You will also support your team with administrative
and analytical tasks.
» You can ﬂexibly arrange the times so that your job at
chembid is perfectly compatible with your ongoing
studies.

» You are currently studying informatics or a
comparable course of study and still have at least
two years of study ahead of you.
» You are aware of the importance of quality
management and can grasp even complex
interrelationships quickly.
» You always work in a structured manner and you
are able to recognize weak points, which you can
point out and explain to a team.
» You have a solid digital and technical understanding.

Awesome Beneﬁts!

...
Interested?
Send your outstanding application to jobs@chembid.com. Please let us also know the earliest entry date. We are
looking forward to your application. Maybe we will get to know each other soon in a personal interview!

Apply now and become part of the team!
www.chembid.com/careers

